Here are the three line items in contention. We want them to be settled by giving the homosexual lobby the LEAST money possible:

**Line Item 7010-0005 [Department of Education]**

*House version:* "... the department, in collaboration with the commission on gay and lesbian youth established by section 67 of chapter 3 of the General Laws, shall expend funds for programming..."

***Senate version:* the department, in collaboration with the commission on gay and lesbian youth established by section 67 of chapter 3 of the General Laws, may expend funds for programming...

**Line Item 4590-0250 [Department of Public Health]:**

***House version:* No mention of gay and lesbian commission.

*Senate version:* "... funds shall be expended for the support of the commission on gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender (GLBT) youth."

**Line Item 4513-1130 [Department of Public Health]:**

*House version:* "... funds shall be expended ... statewide suicide and violence prevention outreach to gay and lesbian youth. . ."

***Senate version:* No mention of gay and lesbian youth.

[NOTE: "Suicide and violence prevention" is a cynical and dishonest code-word for homosexual programs in the schools.]